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On Binary Identically Self-dual Matroids* 
BERNT LINDSTROM 
A matroid is identically self-dual (ISO for short) when the set of bases is identical with the set 
of cobases. We prove that a connected, regular ISO matroid must be isomorphic to the uniform 
matroid of rank one with two elements (Theorem 2) . The special case when the matroid is graphic 
was proved by Bondy and Welsh [2, Theorem 5]. We also improve a lower bound for the number 
of bases in ISO matroids. It follows as a corollary that an orthogonal, totally unimodular matrix 
has precisely one non-zero entry, which is 1 or -1 , in each row and column. We give a new proof 
of a result by Graver [3, Proposition 4], which says that there are connected, binary ISO matroids 
of rank r"" 2, 3 and 5 and there is none when r = 2, 3 or 5. 
A matroid is called identically self-dual, ISD for short, when all bases are cobases and 
vice versa. If M* denotes the dual matroid of M, we may also write M* = M when M is 
ISD. ISD matroids were studied by Bondy and Welsh [2] and by Graver [3]. For a general 
introduction to matroid theory see [1], [4], and [5]. 
If a matroid M of rank r has a representation over a field (a vectorial matroid), then 
there is a standard representation [I" A], where Ir is the identity matrix of order rand 
column-vectors correspond one-one to the elements of M [5, p. 137]. The dual matroid 
M* of M then has the respresentation [- AT, I n - r ] , where AT denotes the transpose of 
the matrix A, n is the number of elements in M. The rank of M* is n - rand In-r is the 
identity matrix of order n - r. Notice that n = 2r when M is ISD. 
A vectorial matroid over the field with two elements GF(2) is called binary. The binary 
case of the following result was proved by Bondy and Welsh [2, Theorem 12]. 
THEOREM 1. If A is an orthogonal r x r matrix over a field F, then [I" A] is a standard 
representation of an ISD matroid. If [I" A] represents a binary ISD matroid, then the matrix 
A is an orthogonal matrix over the field GF(2). 
PROOF. When A is orthogonal we have AA T = I,. From the representation [ - AT, Ir] 
of M* we get another representation of M* if we multiply on the left by the non-singular 
matrix A: [-I" A]. But this is also a representation of M, hence M is ISD. 
Then assume that M is a binary ISD matroid with a standard representation [In A]. 
Then, since M is an ISD matroid, the columns of the matrix A correspond to a base of 
M, and the matrix must be non-singular. Since M* = M, [A \ Ir] is a representation of 
M. Multiply on the left by (A T)-l. Then we get [In (AT)-l], which is a standard representa-
tion of M. But it is not hard to see that there is a unique standard representation when 
the matroid is binary [5, pp. 165-166]. Hence (AT)-l =A, i.e. A is an orthogonal matrix. 
This completes the proof. 
Let U 1•2 denote the uniform matroid of rank 1 on two elements. Bondy and Welsh 
proved [2, Theorem 5] that the matroid U1.2 is the only connected, graphic, ISD matroid. 
We shall prove that the word 'graphic' can be replaced by 'regular' (or 'unimodular'). 
W. T. Tutte proved that a regular matroid has a standard representation [In A], where 
A is totally unimodular [4, Chap. 5.5]. A matrix A is called totally unimodular when all 
entries are rationals 0, 1 or -1 and all determinants of minors have these values. An 
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elementary discussion of regular matroids and some characterizations of them can be 
found in [1, Theorem 7.35]' Graphic matroids are regular by [4, 5.63]. Therefore our 
next result is a generalization of [2, Theorem 5]. 
THEOREM 2. The uniform matroid U1,2 is the only connected, regular ISD matroid. 
PROOF. Let M be a connected, regular ISO matoid. Assume that M has a circuit C 
of size c ~ 2. We shall prove that c> 2 is impossible. 
Choose any two distinct elements x and y in C. By [5, Theorem 5.1.1] there is a 
cocircuit D of M with CnD={x, y}. Since M is ISO, D is also a circuit of M. We claim 
that there is another circuit B with B n D = B n C ={x, y}. 
By [2,Lemma 5.3] there are disjoint circuits Cl>"" Ck such that S = C1 U C2 u ... U Ck 
contains all elements (M is eulerian). Hence S is in the circuit space of M [5, Ch. 10.3]. 
Then the 'symmetric difference' S Ef> C Ef> D is also in this circuit space. We denote this 
(mod 2) sum by K. Observe that K nC=K nD={x, y}. 
Being element of the circuit space, K is a disjoint union of circuits. Therefore we get 
B n {x, y} ¢ 0 for some circuit B ~ K since x, y E K. Two circuits of a binary ISO matroid 
have intersection of even cardinality. Hence B n C = B n D = {x, y}, as claimed. 
By the orientability of a regular matroid [5, Theorem 1004.3], there is a partition 
C = C+ u C- of each circuit C and a partition D = D+ U D- of each cocircuit D such 
that the following orthogonality relation holds: Ic+ n D+I + Ic- n D-I = Ic+ n 
D-I + I C- n D+I. Without loss of generality, we may assume that C = C+ for one special 
circuit C. Then, since C n D = {x, y}, it follows that x and y have different signs (i.e. 
belong to different parts) in the cocircuit D, by the orthogonality relation. It follows that 
x and y have the same sign in the circuit B since B n D = {x, y}. Finally, since B n C = 
{x, y}, we find that x and y have different signs in the cocircuit C. But x and y were 
arbitrary elements of C. It follows that C has precisely two elements, i.e. c = 2. 
Since M is a connected matroid any two elements belong to a circuit the size of which 
is c = 2. Hence, all elements in M are parallel. There is only one ISO matroid of this 
type, the matroid U 1,2' This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an application of the above results we now prove 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be an orthogonal, totally unimodular matrix. Then the matrix 
A has precisely one non-zero entry, 1 or -1, in each row and each column. 
PROOF. By Theorem 1 it follows that [I" A] represents an ISO matroid. This matroid 
is regular, since the matrix A is totally unimodular. The components of an ISO matroid 
are ISO matroids. It follows then by Theorem 2 that the matroid is a direct sum of r 
copies of U1,2' 
The first r columns of [I" A] correspond to a base of the matroid. The remaining r 
elements form circuits of size 2 with elements in the base. It follows that the matrix A 
has precisely one non-zero element, 1 or -1, in each column. The columns of A correspond 
to another base in the matroid. It follows that a row in A cannot contain two non-zero 
entries. 
Bondy and Welsh proved that an ISO matroid of rank r has at least 2' bases. We will 
improve this bound somewhat. 
THEOREM 3. If an ISD matroid of rank r has a circuit C of the size c, then there are 
at least 2,+1_2,-c+2 bases in the matroid. 
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PROOF. Choose a fixed element e E C. The independent set C -tel is subset of some 
base Bo. The complement S - Bo = Bl is also a base. We may choose A c Bo such that 
C - {e} g; A in 2' - 2,-c+l different ways. The independent set A can be embedded in a 
base B by adjoining elements D from the base Bl such that B = A u D. 
We would like to have e E B. Assume that e flO B. Let C' be the fundamental circuit of 
e with respect to the base B, such that e E C' £; B u {e}. We claim that C' n D,= 0. 
Assume that C' n D = 0. Then C' -tel £; Bo, and C' = C would follow. This is a 
contradiction . since C - {e} g; A by assumption. 
Knowing that C' n D ,= 0, we may choose an element f E C' n D. Then let B' = 
(B-{f})u{e}. B' is then a base in the matroid with B'nBo=A and eEB'. 
Different choices for A give different bases. Hence there are at least 2' - 2,-c+1 distinct 
bases which contain e. Their complements give another 2' - 2,-c+l distinct bases of the 
matroid, and the theorem follows. 
COROLLARY 2. An ISD matroid of rank r with precisely 2' bases is a direct sum of r 
copies of the matroid U1,2' 
PROOF. All circuits have 2 elements by Theorem 3. Components are ISD in an ISD 
matroid. There is only one connected ISD matroid of rank 1. 
Here is a nice proof of Corollary 1 using Corollary 2. Since the matrix (I" A) is totally 
unimodular, the number of bases equals det(l" A)(I" A)T by [1, Proposition 7.36]. Hence 
there are det(I, + AA T) = det 21, = 2' bases in the matroid. 
The following result was first proved by Graver [3, Proposition 4]. We give a shorter 
proof. 
THEOREM 3. There are connected binary ISD matroids when the rank r,= 2, 3, 5 and 
only then. 
,PROOF. We prove first the non-existence when r = 2, 3 or 5. By Theorem 1, the 
m'atrix A of a standard representation (I" A), is orthogonal. An orthogonal matrix over 
GF(2) of order 2 or 3 is a permutation matrix (one non-zero entry in each row and 
column), which implies that the matroid is separable, a contradiction. 
The case r = 5 is a little harder. By the orthogonality of the matrix A over GF(2) it 
follows that each row and column has an odd number of Is. This number cannot be 5 
by the orthogonality of rows (columns). Assume that the ith row has precisely one entry 
1, say in the jth column, then there are no more 1s in this column. We find that the ith 
base element and the jth cobase element are parallel and form a component, which is 
impossible as the matroid is connected. Hence, we know that all rows and columns of 
the matrix A have three Is each. 
Consider a matrix A with the same pattern of Os and Is, but now rational numbers! 
Let Js be the 5 x 5 matrix with all entries 1. We have AA T = 2Js + Is by the (mod 2) 
orthogonality of A. Multiply the relation from the left by Js. On the left hand side we 
get then JsAA T = 3JsA T = 9Js. On the right hand side we get Js(2Js + Is) = 2J~ + Js = IUs. 
Hence we have a contradiction proving that r,= 5. 
Finally we shall prove the existence of connected, binary ISD matroids of rank r,= 2, 
3 and 5. 
First assume that r is even and at least equal to 4. Let J, be the rX r matrix with all 
entries 1 E GF(2). Observe that the matrix A = J, - I, is orthogonal over GF(2). Hence, 
by Theorem 1, [I"J,-I,] is a standard representation of a binary ISD matroid. Is the 
matroid connected? Any two columns in A have Is in the same position. The corresponding 
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co base elements belong then to a circuit the other elements of which are elements in the 
base. It follows that all co base elements are in the same component. The base elements 
are also in this component because A has no row of Os. These examples are mentioned 
in [2]. 
Then assume that r is odd and at least 7. Consider the r x r matrix 
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
A= 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 1 
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
It is easy to verify that the matrix A is orthogonal over GF(2). Therefore, by Theorem 
1, [In A] is a standard representation of a binary ISD matroid. Observe that the second 
column of A has 1s in common rows with any other column of A. Also there is no row 
of Os in A. It follows that the matroid is connected. 
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